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In her keynote article, Sorace offers an update on the status of the Interface Hypothesis (IH). Sorace summarizes the IH in the opening paragraph by stating that it was proposed as an attempt to account for patterns of non-convergence and residual optionality found at very advanced stages of adult second (L2) acquisition. The IH originally proposed that language structures involving an interface between syntax and other cognitive domains are less likely to be acquired completely than structures that do not involve this interface. At the same time, the IH was extended to bilingual first language (L1) acquisition and to the very early stages of L1 attrition, which exhibit optionality in precisely the same structures: this provides a unifying framework for the study of bilingual language development.” (pp. XX)

Sorace suggests that there have been misconceptions of the IH in recent work by other researchers, as well as “unwarranted extensions of the IH to domains other than the ones for which is was proposed” (p. XX). Two of the main misconceptions or “unwarranted extensions” Sorace considers are 1) the representational status of interfaces and 2) the extension of the IH to L2 acquisition in general (not just near-natives) and to cases of what she calls “intergenerational attrition”. Montrul (in press) already questions the representational status of interfaces, while Lardiere’s and White’s commentaries in this issue question the “why not” extension of the IH to L2 acquisition. In this commentary, we would like to question Sorace’s assertion that “intergenerational attrition” is not relevant for the IH. Sorace writes:

“Heritage speakers (who are the focus of most research on L1 attrition) are one stage
ahead compared to first-generation individual attrited speakers: the input received by second generation speakers is typically different from the input received from their parents and their grammatical representations may also be affected by attrition, in addition to their integration abilities in processing. Heritage speakers may acquire a divergent grammar, if the input is only qualitatively different, or an incomplete grammar, if the input is also quantitatively impoverished (Sorace 2005).”

Heritage speakers are typically second-generation immigrants whose home language is a minority language and who are more fluent in the dominant language of their society (Valdés 2000; Polinsky & Kagan 2007). We agree with Sorace that heritage speakers may represent a more advanced stage of attrition. However, significant attrition often targets those phenomena that are already at risk in the initial stage of the language (Sasse 1992; Polinsky 2006, McWhorter 2007, a.o.). So if the IH uses as its database the changes that are found in near-native speakers, it is not unreasonable to think that the same changes will take place in the “stage


1 Studies of heritage speakers’ input are needed in order to understand what these speakers are really exposed to on a daily basis. The sociolinguistic data indicate that, in general, heritage speakers only speak the language with their parents or with “full speakers “ of the language; they rarely use the language among themselves as they do with English (Carreira & Kagan in press). In fact, an issue of qualitatively different input is documented in Paradis & Navarro’s (2003) study of the Spanish-English simultaneous bilingual child Manuela with respect to parental patterns of use of null and overt subject pronouns in Spanish, a study that Sorace in the target paper considers within the purview of the IH. Manuela is, in fact, a heritage speaker of Spanish, if only very young. Many of the heritage speakers we have studied as adults were like Manuela.
ahead”, i.e., heritage speakers. After all, near-native speakers, who include first generation émigrés living outside their L1 domain, are the ones that provide input to heritage speakers.

In fact, several studies have shown that that null/overt subjects, the phenomenon on which the IH has mainly focused, are also highly affected in heritage language speakers of Spanish (Montrul 2004, 2006) and other languages (Polinsky 1997) in ways that are consistent with the IH. Actually, Silva-Corvalán (1994) was among the first to notice this phenomenon with Spanish heritage speakers and L1 attriters, before the IH was proposed, and this work is not typically acknowledged by Sorace and colleagues in discussions of the IH. Heritage languages whose baseline is pro-drop are reported to lose the pro-drop feature or to use it in a more limited manner—for example, Hungarian (de Grot 2005), Hindi (Mahajan 2009), Korean (Choi 2003), Tamil and Kabardian (Polinsky 1997), Polish (Dubisz 1997, 2001; Polinsky 1997; Brehmer & Czachor 2010), Arabic (Albirnini et al. in press).

Heritage speakers are notorious for having tremendous variance within their populations—from very high proficiency cases where some registers may be affected, to so-called overhearers (Au et al. 2002). Setting aside high-proficiency heritage speakers, we find that the remaining population of heritage speakers manifests both attrition (Montrul 2008, Polinsky 2005, in press) and incomplete acquisition (Montrul 2002, Polinsky 1997). Given the growing evidence for attrition in heritage speakers, it is especially important to compare their attrition to that found in the first-generation speakers who constitute the empirical base of the IH.

Furthermore, many heritage speakers ARE indeed cases of bilingual L1 acquisition, and bilinguals are the population that Sorace claims the IH is about (Sorace et al. 2009). Unlike many of the simultaneous bilingual children studied in the literature on bilingual acquisition who may be “balanced”, for most heritage speakers the family language is the weaker language. Sorace
(2005) claims that the input heritage speakers are exposed to is qualitatively different, without actual empirical evidence, assuming that heritage speakers receive input in the minority language from their parents, whose language may be already attrited, and from other heritage speakers whose language is also different.

We would also like to question the IH’s preoccupation with the syntax-discourse interface. Part of this preoccupation stems from historical reasons: our field has had a long-standing interest in reducing cross-linguistic variation to parameters, and the null-subject parameter is one of the best known and most extensively explored parameters (cf. Jaeggli & Safir, 1989). If Sorace’s explanation of the problems with the syntax-discourse interface is on the right track, it behooves us to understand what is so unique about null pronouns that they seem to be the only affected area of an interface. One would naturally want to ask what types of interface phenomena are prone to change under contact. Additionally, is only the conceptual/intentional interface affected by attrition? What about the sensory/motor interface?

We would also like to suggest that the loss of pro-drop may have a simpler, alternative explanation: speakers deviating from the L1 ideal have a more general difficulty in establishing syntactic dependencies, especially when such a dependency links two elements at a distance. A null pronominal is always an element that has to be licensed and identified (Rizzi 1986), thus the licensing and co-indexation with a DP at a distance causes a significant problem in heritage grammars. Difficulties in creating and maintaining a dependency also arise with respect to binding, which accounts for the difficulties observed in the interpretation of anaphors in heritage speakers. The difficulty may vary across heritage languages or across proficiency levels, or both; Kim et al. (2009, 2010) show that heritage speakers still retain robust control of the syntactic properties that license local and long distance anaphors in their language.
In sum, we believe that heritage speakers are not only relevant to the IH, but also an important testing ground for it; the encounter with this population may make the hypothesis both stronger and richer.
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